Barstow Is "One Special Dog" Says "Mom"
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When Barstow's "appreciation" blog went out into the virtual community yesterday, it landed in California where his first family is from.

Barstow's "mom" had quite a bit to say about "the best dog" they've ever trained. We wanted to make sure that our readers got a chance to see the great comments she made about him and the insight she gives to what it's like to raise a puppy to become a good guide dog.

According to "mom," Barstow was also the matchmaker that brought Sachin and his wife together! It's a good story and worth a minute of your time if you want to check it out. Just scroll down to the comment section at the bottom of the blog.

She also found the previous blog about Barstow and Sachin's first meeting, posted a year ago. We found some wonderful comments that will give you a feel for the great impact that Barstow has had on those he is around.